CONGRATULATIONS!

2011-2012 General Education Writing Awards

1st Place  Category 1: William McGrew for “Ready Made Rebel.” Autumn Lauzon, instructor

Category 2: Justin Houk for “They Came for Your Interwebz: The Inefficacy of SOPA in Combating Piracy.” Shiloh Carroll, instructor.

Category 3: Amy Cook for “A Comparison of Representative Mid-Twentieth Century Gay and Lesbian American Texts: How Patricia Highsmith’s The Price of Salt Tackles Nasty Conventions of the Genre.” Lee Casson, instructor

2nd Place  Category 1: Juan Zelaya for “Chew: The Family Glue.” Ron Kates, instructor

Category 2: Ryan Parrow for “Cosmopolitanism: The Death of Opinion?” Robert Petersen, instructor

Category 3: Amanda Gambill for “Just for Kids: The Truth behind a Million Dollar Idea, the Disney Formula.” Martha Hixon, instructor.

3rd Place  Category 1: Frank Harrison for “Consumed by Desire” Schuy Weishaar, instructor

Category 2: Christopher Vining for “Don’t Be Evil.” Laura Beth Payne, instructor

Category 3: Robert Allen for “Approaching Adulthood through Daydreams.” Martha Hixon, instructor.

Honorable Mention  Category 3: Samuel Kelley for “Eulogizing the Moose.” Jennifer Marchant, instructor.